
Understanding Flash 
 
 

 
 
This document aims to address Flash as it relates to Shoe 
Mounted or External flashes also referred to as Speedlites or 
Speedlights. For this document the term “Speedlight” will be used 
to refer to a shoe mounted flash with a directional head. 
 
 
 
 

 

1. Metering- What is TTL 
 
TTL stands for Through The Lens. With a speedlight, what this means is that the flash fires 
twice to take a picture.  
 
The first flash (or pre-flash) is a test for the 
camera to figure out a meter reading so it knows 
what value it needs to set for the second main 
flash burst to achieve a correct exposure. 
 

 
 
This works very well regardless of how your 
speedlight is positioned. 
 
If you were to bounce your speedlight at a wall 
or a ceiling by turning the adjustable head, 
because your camera is still pointed at your 
subject, your camera is still metering the light 
illuminating the subject correctly. 
 

 

2. E-TTL and I-TTL 
 
E-TTL (Canon) and I-TTL (Nikon) are effectively a slightly different spin on the same thing as 
TTL.  
 
Canon: E-TTL stands for Evaluative TTL which, like your evaluative metering mode on your 
camera, identifies the overall scene to determine exposure. Newer Canon flashes can also 
offer E-TTL II which meters ambient light as well as what the speedlite is delivering.  
 
Nikon: I-TTL stands for Intelligent TTL. Depending on the Nikon speedlight and the Nikon 
camera you have, changing modes will produce different effects.  
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2.1. What about Sony, Pentax, Fujifilm … 
Each manufacturer offers either straight TTL systems or a variation of it. The most important 
thing to remember is when purchasing a speedlight is to make sure that it is designed to 
work with your camera (see section 4). 
 

2.2. What if the flash is metering incorrectly? 
Your camera will generally have the same exposure 
compensation function for flash as it does when you are 
using a semi-automatic setting on your camera. It’s 
usually referred to as Flash Exposure Compensation 
(FEC), and can be either set on the camera or the flash 
unit itself.  The FEC icon on your camera often looks 
similar to the one pictured right.  
 
The method of accessing this varies between brands and 
models of camera. Look through your manual to find how to set your FEC. 
 

2.3.  Handheld metering 
 

For accurate metering particularly when using manual 
and off camera flash, a handheld flash meter can be 
used.  Treasured by many photographers for its ability 
to provide precise exposure information for both 
ambient and flash exposures, they can be used to 
measure the flash light falling on a subject to help 
determine exposure settings and lighting ratios.  

 

3. Manual Flash 
 
When you put your speedlight into Manual Mode, you are taking full control of the power 
output. 
 
This works well when: 
 

1) Your flash isn’t metering properly in TTL and exposure compensation isn’t working. 
2) You have a trickly scene but have constant light and using your flash for “fill” works 

better. 
3) You want to get creative using off camera flash or multiple speedlights 
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4. Get in Sync 
 
As you know, when you take a photo, your camera opens your shutter revealing the image 
sensor and then closes it. Your shutter consists of two curtains. The first one opens to reveal 
the image and the second closes. The speed is set using your shutter speed and you vary the 
speed to produce different effects. With speedlights though, you need to think a little 
differently. 
 
In order to time the firing of the flash properly, every camera has a default maximum sync 
speed to ensure your camera doesn’t see the curtain drag. A sync speed set too fast would 
mean you would see a black bar across your photo.  Your flash sync speed is usually 
between 160/s to 250/s and it is important to check your camera manual to find out what it 
is. There is no issue shooting with a slower sync speed in terms of catching the shutter in 
your image. 
 

4.1. High Speed Sync 
Some flashes also support HSS or high speed sync. With this enabled, you can move above 
the maximum shutter speed however, to achieve this the speedlight will fire before the your 
camera opens to take the shot which will drain the batteries on your speedlight much 
faster.  

5. How Do I Know Which Speedlight to Buy? 
 
Each camera manufacturer has their own configuration 
of pins in the camera’s hot shoe. What is fairly constant 
though (with exceptions from some camera models) is 
the placement of the large central contact. This is used 
for triggering the speedlight and why a speedlight set to 
manual mode can often be used across different brands 
of cameras.  
 
There are exceptions to this however and it is worth 
researching your particular camera to understand 
compatibility.   
 
The other smaller pins are for communication between 
the speedlight and camera such as the various versions of 
TTL, ready alert, or even autofocus assistance.   
 

5.1. Other brands of speedlight 
Besides speedlights offered by the same brand of camera you own, there are many third 
party manufacturers. Often these other brands offer speedlights that are equivalent to the 
branded flash but at a much lower price.   
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Godox, Yongnuo and Metz all offer speedlights with pin layouts to match your particular 
camera brand offering TTL capability. 

6. Off Camera Flash – Multiple Flash 
 
Off camera flash effectively refers to having your speedlight “off your camera”.  It allows 
you to position your speedlight (or speedlights) in a way that brings light in from a different 
direction to where you are standing. 

 
The most basic way this is achieved is by using an extension cable that 
is attached to your Hot Shoe at one end and your speedlight on the 
other. It is not the most elegant solution and the distance you can 
move your speedlight from your camera is limited by the length of the 
cable. 
 

The best way to use your speedlight off your camera though is to invest in a wireless 
system. 
 

6.1. Master and Slave 
Off camera flash uses a simple master and slave approach where one 
speedlight is nominated as a “master” and another speedlight (or 
multiple speedlights) are set as “slaves”. 
 
Each camera manufacturer offers a different wireless system. Older 
systems use a simple method of issuing a flash from one speedlight 
(master) while the other speedlights (slaves) would detect the light 
and in turn, fire themselves. This is known as an optical pulse system.   
 
Most systems these days have moved onto a radio controlled 
wireless system which is faster, covers more range since the slave is 
not reliant on being able to see the flash burst, and allows for un-tethered communication 
that can be used to control slave units centrally. 
 

6.2. Wireless Trigger 
Once you have decided to start working with off camera flash, you’ll 
rarely want a flash connected to your hot shoe. Wireless radio systems 
will sell a dedicated trigger which attaches to your Hot Shoe and can 
control a flash set as a slave (or slaves) centrally. 
 

6.3. Wireless Systems 
Each camera manufacturer generally has its own proprietary wireless 
system and rarely are they compatible with one another. 
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Brands such as Yongnuo however, produce after-market “clones” of manufacturers such as 
Canon which promise the same system at a lower price point.  You may find build quality 
issues as well as having your wireless flash system occasionally just “not work” or on the 
other hand, you may find it works fine for years. 
 
There are also completely separate systems offered from companies 
such as Godox. Buying into the Godox system means that a Flash 
unit made to work with TTL for Canon and a Flash unit made to work 
with Nikon both work exactly the same way with one of the Godox 
triggers. 
 
The other advantage to a system like the Godox is they also sell 
Strobe units (pictured: which are much more powerful than a 
Speedlite and have faster cycle times) which work with the same 
trigger as their Speedlites. 
 
Lastly, you have a wireless system from companies like Pocket Wizard. The pocket wizard 
system has its own trigger and mounts a wireless receiver to your speedlights meaning the 
entire system is independant of the brand of flashes you have. You’ll find different brands, 
some expensive some cheap, with mixed results. If going down this path its worth doing 
your research.  

7. Flash Power 
 
When you begin googling articles about Speedlites/ 
Speedlights or External Flashes, you will ultimately get 
numerous examples referring to adjusting the flash’s 
“power”.  
 
A speedlight usually has a fixed power and it’s the duration 
of the flash burst (the time) that you are actually adjusting. 
 
The power of your speedlight is indicated by a Guide 
Number (GN). This number determines the distance that 
light from your flash will travel. The higher the number, the 
more powerful your flash. If you don’t want to get into the 
mathematics then feel free to stop here – just keep in mind 
that not all speedlight’s are created equal and if you are 
tossing up between a few different models, the one with 
the bigger GN will be the more powerful flash. 
 
The guide number works as follows: 
 
GN = f-number x distance 
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Let’s use the following elements for this equation. 
 
We are shooting with a lens with an f/stop of 4 
ISO is set to 100 
 
Using the guide number of 34.5 we get 
 
f/4 divided by 34.5 =  a well exposed image at 8.63 feet or 2.63 metres 
 
If we shifted to a wider aperture and therefore let in more light: 
 
f/2.8 divided by 34.5 = a well exposed image at 12.2 feet or 3.72 metres 
 
If you want the best breakdown though of what the GN actually means, this youtube clip 
explains it exceptionally well: https://youtu.be/l_0IU4uBmrg 

8. I’m so confused – I just want to get started. What do I buy? 
 
Buying a decent speedlight is usually the second lighting accessory after a diffuser/ bounce 
panel. It helps you in low light situations as well as introducing some creative elements. 
 
Start with a single speedlight that will work with your camera. The options are: 
 

8.1. Buy a speedlight from your camera manufacturer 
The least risky bet is to simply buy a flash from the manufacturer of your camera however, it 
will often be the most expensive option. Consider also that they will have different models 
with different GNs (see above) and it is generally better to buy bigger if you can. 
 

8.2. Buy a speedlight from a clone manufacturer 
As mentioned earlier, a company such as Yongnuo will sell you a flash which is effectively a 
rip-off of a known brand. Your mileage may vary on quality but you could score yourself a 
great speedlight for a fraction of the price. 
 
For example a Canon Speedlite 600EX II-RT costs around $700 where the Yongnuo YN600EX-
RT II (the knock off version) can be had for around $160.00 new. 
 

8.3. Buy a Third Party Brand 
The company of the moment these days for 3rd party lighting has to be the Chinese brand 
Godox. They have a good support network in Australia, speedlights at around a quarter the 
price of major brands and a wireless ecosystem that is robust. 
 
For comparison, the Godox TT685 TLL HSS Speedlite (with variant models supporting Canon, 
Nikon, Fuji, Olympus and Sony) can be found for $170.00 which has the same GN as the 
Canon 600EX II-RT. A remote trigger will cost $80-$90. 
 


